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ABSTfiACT

rock stress i-s measured by means of borehol-e deformalion gauge 1n several
sites 1n the western regi-on of Tokyo. The accuracy of rock stress measurement
with this gauge is discussed from the technlcal poi.nt of view.
The state of rock stress determined by thls gauge is compared with those determined by other principles of rock stress measurements, and discussed from the view
Point of pl-ate tectonics.
It 1s i-ndicated that results of the present measurement agree with those of
several other measurements in a reasonable range of deviation from the vj-ew points
of measurement engi-neering and pfate tecionics.
The

Lest

.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

In unterschiedlichen Orte im Westen von Tokyo, wj-rd die Gebirgsspannung mltLels
eines Verformungsmessgerdte des Bohrloch gemessen. Es behandelt die Messgenauigkei-t
oes Gebirgsspannungen aus dem messtechnischen Gesichtptmkt.
Der Zustand der Gebirgsspannungen in dieser Region dle ist bestimmt mittels
der Verformungsmessgerdte wird mit die beslirDmt mlttels anderes Messprinzip verglicht
und aus dem Gesichtpunkt der Plattentektonik bewertet.
Es wird gezeigt dass die Abweichung zwischen dle Ergebnj-sse dieser Messungen
9d Oie einiger anderen Messungen ist vernachlHssigt in Hinsicht auf den Messtechnik
wre auch

plattentektonik.

RESI]ME

. t.es contraintes dans les roches s'ont mesur& i une cellule extensom6trique
dans lqs trous de forage i I'ouest de Tokio. La pr6cision au mesure des contrainLes
par Ia ceIIuIe extensom6trique sont en discussion au point de vue technique.
L'etat de contrainte dans les roch s mesur6 par Ia cellule extensom6trique se
aux r&ultats d5riv& par Les principeb dilf6rentes au mesure. Nous mettons
!mp"."
re champ de contrainte en discussion en vue de Ia tectonique de plaque.
que les r&ultants aux pr6sentes mesures sont en accord avec les
-II s'indique
rcsq11^a"
aux m6thodes diff6rentes i la poit6e accepLable de d6viation aux points
qe vue de
I'art de Ia mesure et de J.a tectonique de plaque.
.I

in practice as applications of the
stress refief principle.
For examPles, it is rePorted
that the compiete state of stress
has been determined in a si-ngle borehole
by means of CSIR triaxial strai-n ceIl
(Leeman 1968) as well as the doorstopper type straj-n cel1 (Hiramatsu' et
al 19791. However, they have an inhere-
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the results by these two techniques
9% and 30% for
the major and minor prlncipal stresses
in the horizontal pIane, respectively,
Since 1978, the authors have
conducted the rock stress measuremenL
in several test sites in Kanto-Tokai
region, Japan. In this series of
rock stress measurements lrhich have
been conducted as a part of the nationa!
project for prediction of large scale
earthquake, the substantial interest
concerns to the state of stress in
the horizontal plane 1n the rock mass.
As more data of rock stress measurements

nt difficulty to be applied in the
borehole in which Lhe wall is wet

have been given as

and/or some water inflows occur,
because the strain cell- must be glued
to the rock wa1l of boerhole.
As another technique of the stress
relief principle, the borehole deformation gauge (OberL 1962, Suzuki et
at 1970) can be applled in the wet
or submerged borehole, although this
technique needs three boreholes at
1east, for determination of the complete
state of stress in the rock mass.
The accuracy of rock stress
measurement has been discussed by
several authors for each technique,
and the coefficient of variance more
Lhan 20% has been sometimes reported
(Gray et aI 1975, Van Heerden 19761.
A few authors have measured the rock
stress at the same test site by two
different techniques, and reported
the deviation of about 20% of the
major principal stress measured by
doorstopper strain cell from that
measured by borehole deformation gauge
(Van Heerden et aI 1967, De La Cruz
eL aL 19721.

have been accumufated and compared

with each other, as more necessities
for evaluatlng the accuracy of measurement have been revealed.

In this paper, the authors descritr
the procedure and result of rock stress
measurements conducted by means of
borehole deformation gauge. The accuracy and error sources of rock stress
measurement are evaluated, and the
reveafed state of stress in Kanto-Tokai
region is discussed from the viewpoint
of plate tectonics.

As well known, afl of techniques
of rock stress measurement by overcoring
becomes more difficulb Lo be conducted
as deeper becomes the borehole. This
is a reason that the hydrofracturing
technique is frequenLly used for rock
stress measuremenl in the deep borehole
(ilaimson 1978). However, it is very
difficul-t to determine exactly the
direction or azimuLh of generated
crack. In order to reaveal the accuracy
of hydrofracturing technique, the
rock stress is measured by means of
hydrofracturlng in the test site where
the rock stress has been determined
by the borehole defornration gauge
in short boreholes drilled from an
underground roadway (Haimson el a1
1974). The discrepancies between

F'1g.1, The Three

CornponenLs

2.
2.

ROCK STRESS MEASUREMENTS NEAR

SURFAC'J

1. Measuring insbrumenls, divices
and procedure.
There are neither tunnef nor

in the vicinity of selected test
because the test site has been
selected from viewpoint of plate tectonics which is concerned wiLh predicLicn
of earthquake.
The borehole musL be drilled
vertically from ground surface, and
a three components borehole deformalim
gauge must be set in the submerged

mine

site,

borehole aL the depLh more than 10m.
The gauge has been developed by K.Suzt*1

Borehofe Deformation
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Gauge.

of lhe gauge and lower end of
pipe for inserting the gauge, respectiveIy. The packer is expanded by Nitrogen gas and fixes the gauge togeLher
with spring plates mounted on the
periphery of gauge. An electric moton
is provided for driving the contracLing
disc which is drawn back and refeases
six studs, when the gauge has been
seL in the borehole, Considering
the possible irregularity of rock
sLress caused from various lopographical
and geologicaf irregularities near
ground surface as wefl- as the technical
end

restriction of measuring procedure,
the rock stress measurement has been
conducted at the depLh between '10

and 20m from ground surface.
The recovered holfow cylindrical
pssk
CeIl
Pressure
core is covered by the hot-shrinkaHydraulic
External
Fia Z. The
(Suzuki el a1 1970), and modified
by authors to be water-tight. It
is provided with six elements to detect

in the external hydraulic pressure
ceII (see Fig.2). The change in diameter of centre hofe is measured again
by the borehole deformation gauge
to determi.ne Youngrs modulus of the

bhe change of diameter in three directions at every 600 around its periphery
as shown in Fig.1. The sLud or piston
of each six element is glued into
the bellows and isofated from Lhe
water-tighl main part. :The connecter
of electric cable at the end of main
part is molded by rubber. The electric
cable is drawn ouL through a packer,
lower and upper ends of which are
flexiblely connecLed to the upper

rock cyJ-lnder,

2.2. Results of rock sLress

measurements

The rock stress measurements
are conducted at several test siles
where the outcrop of intrusive rock
mass has been found, in the vicinity

Table 1 The Resu1t of Fock Stress Measurements in Kanto-Tokai Fegion
Depth

Tesl Slte Lacll,ude

Longltude

from
AlttEude
m. S.L. ) Srface
(u)

Tmzam

A

Tanzara

D

35028'

N

35028',

N

139"4'
13904'

E

E

500

5.73

l,laxlmm
Horizonta.L

Minlmum

Azimuth

Horlzon!aI lf Maximun
(MPa

11.7

32

N7'E

)

lompression
ouaruz

500

1q.89

7.5

2.6

N90E

1979.1?r

11.25

t2-3

4.5

1979.11

35028.5'N

E

900

N27O

E

34o40.5'E

138.55.5 'E

12

19.0

4.0

2.0

N20.

l.l

Isukuba

36011r

N

1qoo5.5t

E

(0

16.26

t.o

0.0

350?At

N

13904r

E

500

12.78

6.9

34o54t

N

r39"50'

E

350
350

Tanzam

F

Tol

Kmbara

15007

Shlbakara

r
rr

|

l,5017'

N

138016,

N

r38.33'

measured by
measured by

E
E

1978. I 1

DIonlLe

$rlmoda

E

Tlme of
Measure-

nent

Conpresslon ilori.zontaL
(MPa)

139"5.5'

Tanzawa

Rock Type

12.50

20

299

14.25
10.93

Porphy-

r981.

N 56.50W

GranlDe

1982.3

r.8

N3OO

ouartz

1983.2

t.7

2.1

NSOT{

Dlorlte

r983. r2

r.o

5.1

N8"l{

E

0.0

N65"

H

2.3

0.0

N2lo

I"I

a soft lnclusion type gau8e
hydrofracturing cechnique
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Dlorlle

3

T}

l

t-

rlle

Andeslt,e

1984.3
r985.3

of

stress.

boundary zone between Phil'lippine

The results of rock stress measuremenls conducted by Lhe present authors

Sea,Eurasian, and North American plates.

state of stress in the horizontal_
plane is determined for each test
site on the assumption of the plane
state of strain.
The extension U of borehole diameLer due to stress relief is given
by (Panek 1966)
The

U

= f1

du* f2du * f3?r,

are summarized in Table 1. They are
compared with Lhe resufts of several
other measurements which have been
conducted by means of hydrofracturing
(Tsukahara eL a] 1984) and other measuring methods (Kolde et a1 'l 986). 0n
the basis of all of those results

of measurements, Lhe azimuth of major
principal stress in Lhe horizonLaf
plane horizonlal maximum compression
is pJ.otLed in Fig.3.
It has been revealed that the
azimuth as wel,l as magnitude of the
principal stress show an evident discrepancy each oLher. Although a part
of Lhose discrepancies or fluctuations
would reflect the real fluctuation
of bhe sLate of stress in this region,
it is desired to verify the accuracy
of rock slress measurement. Furthermore
the knov,,]edge on the complete state
of stress in the rock mass has been
necessary to evaluaLe the accuracy
ol rock stress measurement.

---(1)

where

(

a,= $( 1 -v2)0 + 2cos2 o )

rr= $( t - v2l(1

-

2cos2o

---12)

)

n3=4$( 1-v2)sin2e

d is Lhe diameter of borehole, E and
v are Youngr.s modulus and Poissonrs
ratio of rock cylinder,respectively,
I is the angle of the diameter measured
wiLh respect to u axis of bhe u-v
coordinate system in the plane perpendicu]ar to the axis of borehol-e.
The observed changes of borehole
diameter in three directions aL every
600 are substituted inLo Eq. ( 1 ) to
dLermine three components of rock

Fig.3.

The Direction of Horizontal Maximum Cornpression in Kanto-Tokai

3.

)

ROCK STRESS MEASUREMENT
UNDERGROUND

MINE.

\

Region.

Short bars lndlcate the rneasured
dinecLlons of the maximum horlzontal conpression. Large stars are
resulLs of slress reliel'meLhod ln
Lhis sbudy with lhe value of Lhe
maximum honizonLal compression(in
MPa) and Llre measured years.
Open circles are olher resulLs

stress rellef meLhod(Kolde eL al
'1986).Closed circles are resulLs
of hydrofracturlng technique by
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3.1. Location and geology of Lhe test

site.

As well knornm, at feast 3 boreholes
in 3 different directions are necessary

eor determining the complete state
means of borehole deformat-

of stress by

ion gauge (HiramaLsu et al 1968).
They would be easily drilled from
the roadway of underground mine.

Considering geographical and
geological conditions, it is declded
Lo locate Lhe test site in Seigoshi
gold mine (34o54'N, 'l 38o50'E) near
Toi at the NorLh-West coast of lzu
peninsula. Ore deposits are shallow
hydrothermal fissure filling type
quartz veins including gold and sifver.
The veins occur i-n the country rocks
which consist of basaltic andesite,
Luff and pyroclastic rocks, and belong
lo Yugashima formation group deposited

FiB.4. The Localion of Test Site in 0m
Level in Seigoshi Gold Mine.
rock sample which are obtained by
core boring of 50mm in diameter (the
diameter of core 1s 32mm) and tested
in uniaxial compression are shown
in Table 2. 0n Lhe oLher hand, the
deformation of ho1low cyllndrical
rock core (external and internal diameters are 117 and 5Ornrn, respectively)
recovered by overcoring are measured
by means of the external hydraulic
pressure cell,and Young's modulus
is determined as secant value of stressstrain diagram up lo 20 MPa. The
results are shor,,m in Table 3, and
used for determining the rock stress.
However, they are remarkablly different
from those determined from uniaxial
compression lest of centre core and
shown in Table 2.

in Mlocene of the Tertiary. The ore

deposit consists of main veins of

in strike and 70o-75oSE
and branch veins of N-S in

N30o-45oE

in dip,
strike.

The test site is focated at the
acess roadway of mine water processing
plant and distant abouL 150m North-!,lest

lrom the main shaft at 0m level (+12,5m
S.L.) i.e. the depth of 350m from
surface (see Fig. ).
The horizontal boreholes for
rneasurement are drilled to East and
l,lorth, respectively. AnoLher borehole
for measurement is drilled down verlicatly. A11 of three boreholes are drilled
in the large inLrusive rock mass consisired of andesite and diorite, which
.include few fractures and show }ow

3.2.

The gauge and procedure are

sfrength

Tenslle
s trength

(MPal

(HPa)

225
138.9 ) |

l9.r

281

B

(

s7. r ,
259

(3r.7

of

)

r Standard devlatlon

(

(
(

r .521

r8.3

(.081

t9.9
r .591

Rocks Measur-

ed by the Radial

Boring Core

Conpresslve

same

measurement

Table 3 Youngrs Modulus

2 Mechanical Properties of

Table

A

gauge.

as those used for the

permeability.
The mechanical properties of

Dorehole

by borehol-e deformation

MeasuremenL

Pressure Test

Ioungrs nodulus

'

(5011 secan t
(

xt o3l.tPa )

7l.t

I o.45

)

Polsson's
ra Llo
(501( secant

I r.82
(

I

67 .9
5

ls glven ln (

.07
I
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Standard

devlatlor

( x l oSHPa

I

xt olMpa

53.

o.005 l

D-t

79,8

r1,78

0.113

B-2

62

.2

0. l0

c-l

60.6

2.82

c-2

65.

2.2\

(o.ol6l

I

iltent

Hean

i-2

o.280
I

of
ileasure-

6l,I

lo.or9l

77.2

i L lon

A- t

0.280

I

Pos

|
q

I

- nB

t .7

t

I

near surface which is described in
$ Z. The instrumental error is verified
as t 2 ltm for measuring the extension
of borehofe diameter.
In this case, the borehole of
50mm in diameter is firstly drilled
up to about 10m deep, then the overcoring is conducted step by step. However,
the rock stress measurement is not
conducted up to 3m deep. For every
3 boreholes, the rock stress measurements are conducted at two different
depths, and the test results are shown
in Table 4.
Assuming the plane slate of strain,
the state of stress in the plane perpendicular to each borehole axis is deternri.ned by substituting the test result
shoum in Table 4 into Eq.(1), and
illustrated in Fig.5, which indicates

5MPa

B

r,':[
,Y

a remarkable difference between t,he
sLates of stress at different depth
in the same borehofe.
However, it is difficult to evaluaLe ttre accuracy of rock stress measurement, because the differnce might
be caused from some stress disturbance
around the roadway. Furthermore,
Lhe effect of the axial stress 6/,
i n each borehole would not be ignBred
in this test site, because the overburden pressure is estinnLed as about
9MPa. Thus, considering to minimize
lhe eflect of stress disturbance around
t.he roadway, Lhree data sets obtained
at tlre deeper measuring points in
each Lhree boneholes are used for
deLermining the compleLe sLate of

In this ca-se, Lhe observation
equaLion is given by (panek .1966)
U = fl du* fzd, * f3Tr, * fr,4
---(3)
where

t,= *( 1 -v?l(1 + 2coszll *

stress.

Table 4 Di.ametrlcaf Deformation
in the Borehole U(i)
Posl tlon

.r=

borehole

lml

l-1

3.59

A-2

6

B

of

u lt)l
I

y',t

nl

u

(2)

llnl

u (31

^d
to=

l1t nl

0.0

5.0

\2.1

.00

26 .4

t.1

20.9

lo.5

t9..r

-(.8

B-2

l. q6
tr.2l

40.5

2.t\

t.5

c-l

I .62

1,7

o.3

8,9

c-2

4.lt

r.8

r.7

o

3

t,'

d.2
t -v2)11 - 2coszl) +;.V
L

(4)

't
$( -vzlsinze

- r'v

Lhe w axis of locaI coordinate system
of u,v and w coincides wlLh the axis

oI' eactr borehole.
L,et assume tlre same staLe of
st.r'ess at. t,lrose tltr.ee measurin6 point.s
and Lhe cornrnon coordinat e sysl,em of
x,y and z, direcLions of which are
selected as EasL, North and upwards

vertically, respectively. Then, every
axis of locaf coodlnates of Lhree
boreholes coincides with any appropriat"
one of the common coordinate. Substitrrting three data seLs of three boreholes
into Eq.(3), we have 9 observation

r U(l) is

measured ln Lhe dlrectlon from
Lop Lo bottom, or NorLh to South. U(2)
and U(l) are measured ln the direcLlon
of 600 and l20o counterclockwise from
Lhe

$(

13= 4

Distance from Extenslon of dlameter
Uhe mouLh

llydr olrac.

directlon of U(llr respecilvely.
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pquations to determine 6 components
of rock stress in three dimensions.
The most probable vafues of rock
sLresses and their estimaLed standard

overcoring in the same diameter of
'l67mm as it for stress relief overcoring
is conducled to recover Lhe hollow
cyllndrical rock core including Lhe
fractures generated by hydrofracturing.
In order to observe Lhe orienLaion
of recovered rock core as well as
generated fracture cracks, the plunge
Iine is marked on the dri11 pipe immediately after finishing the overcoreing
and the core is recovered without,
any rotation of core baffel for two
horizontal borehofe, and a borehole
compass provided wj.th time-set clamp
is fixed in the centre hole after
recovering the packer sysiem for a
vertical borehole,
The test results includlng lhe
orientation of generated fracture
cracks are shourn in Table 6,
The major and minor principal
stresses in tha plane normal to Lhe
axis of each borehole can be determined
from the following equaLions (Haimson

deviations are determined by means
ol the least square method, As shown
in Table 5, the resuft shows a remarkabfe standard deviation for each stress

component.

J.3.

Measurement by Hydrofracturing.

In order to verify the

of

accuracy

measurement by hydrofracturing,
t,he rock stress is measured by hydrofra-

cLuring in the same three boreholes
used for measuremenL by borehole deformation gauge. The measuring point
in each boreholes are shown in Fig.5
and Table 6.
After finishing the measurement
by borehole deformation gauge, the
borehol-e of 66mm in diameter is drilled
more than 'lm in depth from the bottom
of overcored borehofe of 167mm in
diameler, because the double packer
system of 66mm in diameter are used
for pressurinzing the borehofe.
The plunger pump of 0.5:I/min in capacit,y and 50MPa in maximum pressure is
used to supply lhe hyraulic pressure,
The ffow rate of waLer for hydrofracturing is kept constant in 0.3 1/min,
and shut down to zero, after keeping
constant pressure for about 15min.
The procedure described above
is repeated severel times to determine
Lhe break-dobrn pressure Pb, the crack
reopening pressure Pbr and the shut-in
pressure Ps from each record of test
resul-t.
Avoiding many technical difficulties concerned with the impression
packer for fracture delineation, the
Table

Stress

ox

dy

dz
-( xv

ayz
aa1

5

1978)

2.17
4.67
16. l7
-0.35
-3.82
o,22

(MPa)

(4.551t
(3.?4)

5.30
7.70

(3.35)

8.86

'1.941

-1.81

(

1.89)

-3.92

(

r.89)

-r

3dHrri.,

-dHrr* -

2Po

Pbl
3

POr-PO=

dHrin - dHr.* -

2Po

---(5')
is the hydrofracturing tensile
strength, Pr.,, is the pore pressure,
and K is LhE constant concerned with
effect of permeabillty. In the present

where T

measurement, K and Pn are assumed
as zero, because the-rock mass at
the test site is intact and shows
liitle water inflow. Considering

(MPa)

Lhat the hydrofracLuring tensile
strength does not coincide wifh the
tensi,Ie strength of the core sample
(Haimson 1973), Eq(5') for the crack
reopening pressure is used to determine
the rock stress together with Eq.(6).
It has to be indicated that Eq.(5')
and Eq. (6) are valid when the deviation
of direction of a principal stress
from the axis of borehofe is not evldent
and the plane of generated fracture

(4.05)
16.52',)

(6.96)

.31

r Standard devlation !.s glven ln (

*

PO=

for the shut-in pressure Ps
P" - PO = dHrin ---(6)
and for the crack reopening pnessure

Hydrofracturing

nethod

-

Pb

---(5)

of stress in three
dimensions determined by means
of the least square method
Borehole defonnation

break-down pressure

T
PO

The staLe

rDethod

t

for the

)
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Table 6 0bserved Critical Pressures
in llyOro fracturlt
Posl LIon of Break-down Cracl< reopen- shu L- 1n
measurement

pressure

Pb(MPal

9.88- o. 2On
<leep ln
I

borehole

Pb'(MPa)

Orlentatlon
pressure of crack
Ps(MPa)

12.65

q

.06

see F19.6

.82

'l

(0.12)r

A

( .8( -5. 1 6m
deep In

borehole
7

lng pressure

8.46

5.t9

(o. o(

4

)

(0.13)

Lo Hest

B

.22-7 .5t

7.tq
(0.r2)

n

deep in
borehole C
r Standard devlatlon

6-20otrom

plumb Ilne

( .90

(0.o

)

5-l0ofrom
North to
west

Is glven 1n parenLheses

crack includes the axis of borehole,
Substituting data shor"rn in Table
6 into Eq.(5') and (6), we can determine
the major and minor principal stresses
in the pfane mormal to the axis of
borehole B and C respectively, because
Lhe generated cracks are nearly parallel
to the axis of hollow cylindrical
rock core for both of borehole B and
C. The resulLs are shoL,n 1n Fig.5.
However, the generaLed fracture
crack of borehole A ls nearly vertical,
but intersects obbiquely bhe axis
as illustrated in Fig.6. In this
case, Eq.(5t) would not be valid,
but we can apply Eq. (6) to determine
the minor principal stress, under
the assumption that the generated
crack is normal to the minor principal
stress.
Let coincide xr axis of locaf
coordinaLe system Lo the direction
normal to Lhe generated crack, then

w

Flg. 6.

Borehole

d** =( dH.in * dHr.*)
*( dHrin - dH,nr* )cos2 o
2 dr, =( dHrin * dH.r*)
-( dHri., - dHr.* ) cos2 0
--- (9
for the borehofe B, and
2lxy =(dHrin - drr"*)sj'n2o
2 d** =( dHrin * d..
)
Hmax
*( dHrin - drr.* ) cos2 o
, dr, =( dHrin * drrr*)
-( dHrin - dH*"* ) cos2 0
2

---(7)
regardless of the direction of yt
and zt axis, When zr axis coincides
wiLh z axis of the common coordlnaLe
system, applying Eqs. (6), (7), and
the formula for transformation of
17r*r--

O

)

coordinates, we have

d*,= d* .o"20 * g/ sln29
- 2 T*r"inB'cos9 =P"
Tx'y,= ( dx - dr)sing'cos0

* 7----t
.o'"28 'xy
+

77,*,= - Trr"infl
=0

A.

where I is the angle between
x and xr axes,
On the basis of the major
and minor principal stresses
determined for borehole B and
C, we can determine 3 componenLs
of Lhe rock stress as
2 ar* =( dHrin - drr"*). sin2g

we have

A16ryr =

Schmatic Vlew of 0bflque Crack in Lhe

--- ( 10 )
for the boregole C, respectively,
where @ is the angle between
x axis and the normal to the
generated crack i.e. the direcLion of minor principal stress
dHri.,'

=in2a ) =o

fr* cos0

---(B)
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These 9 equations in Eqs. (8)
(9) and ( 10) are the observation
equations for determining the
complete state of stress.
(7r, a.r* and 7\, t^n be definit ively determined, because 6
among 9 equations donrt include
these 3 components. However,
.P
uxx'uYY'
tX) should be determimeans
of the least square
by
ned
The resuf t s are shown
nre Ihod .
in Table 5.

4,

5.

Most

of differences
of rock stress

IN

KANTO-TOKAI

REGION

DISCUSSION ON VABIOUS SOURCES OF
THE ERROR OF MEASUREMENT.

component

STATE OF STRESS

between each
determined

by borehole deformation gauge and

hydrofracturing are smalLer than their
sLandard deviations. It means that
Lhe test results shown in Table 5
are noL satisfactory but reasonable,
Such a fow accuracy of rock stress
measurement as suggested by the standard
deviation of several MPa would be
caused from the following reasons:
( 1 ) The distance between the gauge
pcsition and rock walf of the roadway
is about 2.5n fore borehole A. Considering the cross-section of the roadway
of 2.5m x 2.5m, the gauge position
would be affected by the stress concentration around the underground opening'
(2) Although the accuracy of borehole
deformation gauge'is 2)tm, Lhre borehole
deformations induced by the stress
relief are sometimes smalfer than
2iym, as shounr in Table 4. This woul-d
be the most imortant reason of the
Iow accuracy of the present measuremenl.
(3) Boreholes A, B and C have been
drilled from the same posiLion of
Lhe roadway in three different directions perpendicular to each oLher by
some technical reasons. The gauge
boreholes
position in three different
is dislant more than .l0m each other.
It means thaL the mechanical properties
of rock mass as well as the state
of stress might be differenL from
a gauge position to other gauge positions. The remarkable difference
between each mean value and the standard ^
deviation of Youngrs moduli shown
in Table 3 suggest the fluctuation
and/or anisotropy of mechanical properlies of rock mass.
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The stress fiefd derived from
rock stress measuremenis in Kanto-Tokai.
region (Flg.3) is generally consisLent
with the plate tectonics model in
spite of all possible measurement
erors and topographic disturbances. The horizontal maximum compressions in the generally easL-west
dlrection in the northern part of
Kanto area are 1ike1y to be the effect
of pinching between the Pacific plate
and the Eurasia continent. The horizontal maximum compressions in Lhe northwest-southeast direction and in the
nearly north-south directj-ons are
distinguished in the southern Kanto
and Tokai areas.
The nearly north-south compressions
are observed in some measurement points
relaLevely close to the plate boundaries. The measured state of stress
is rather abnormal in many sites under
the nearly north-south compression.
The abnormally high horizontal compression in the nearly north-soulh direction which was measured in the shallow
borehole in Lhe Tanzawa area coincides
with geologic features such as the
east-west trending anticlines and
thrust faults. The rapidly uprising
Tanzawa mounLain is Lhe area of stress
concentration due to the Lhrust of
the Phillppine Sea p1ate.
On the other hand, the extremely

fow hori zonLaL

maxjmum compression

in the east-west direction indicates
the horizontal extensional state of
stress at the Toi area in the northwestern Izu peninsula. The east-west
horizontaf extension in the northwestern
Izu peninsula, which is also indlcated
by north-souLh trending normal faults
and tension fractures in young gold
-bearing vein systems, is the effect
of bending of the Philippine Sea plate
which is subducting under the Eurasea
plate along the Suruga trough (Nakamura,
1981 )

.

is raLher fow at the
site, west of Mt. Fuji.,

The stress

Shibakawa

which locates on the northeast-southwest

trending thrust fault with left-s1ip

component, which is one of northern
extensj-ons of the Suruga trough.
The results of rock stress measurements suggest that the general orienta-

tion of horizontal maximum compression
is northwesl-southeast in Lhe southern

in Kanto-Tokai distri-ct,Japan. Proc.
lBth Symp.Rock Mech. J.S.C.E.,Tokyo:
za t-lor.

but that the
stress field is disturbed to form
areas of stress concentration or stress
release, where the horizontal maximum
compression tencis nearly north-south.
Disastrous major earthquakes
occur along the plate boundaries in
the southern Kanto and Tokai areas
such as the Great Kanto earthquake
along the Sagami trough and the forthcoming Tokai earthquake along the
Suruga trough. The areas of stress
disturbance, where lhe direction of
horizontal maximum compression is
nearly north-south, are directly affected by the plate lnteraction and possibly make the most sensitive and cri.tical
areas for prediction of major earthquakes in Kanto-Tokai region.
Kanto and Tokai areas,

Leeman,E.R. 1968. The dermination

of the complete state of stress
in rock in a single borehole
Laboratory and underground measurements. Int. J. Rock Mech.Min.Sci.

5( 1 ):31-56.
-1981
Nakamura,K.
. An

interpretation
of current crustal deformations
around the Suruga bay,Japan. Zj-shin
( J. Seis. Soc. Japan ) 34 (2) 1272-27 4 .
Oberl,L. 1962. In-situ determinatj.on
of stress in rock, Min.Engg. 'l 4(8):
E 1 EO

Panek,L.A. I966. Calculation of the
average groundstress components
from measurements of the diametral
deformation of a dri1l hole. Testing
Technlques for Rock Mechanlcs. ASTT4.
STP 402, Philadelphia:106-132.
Suzukl,K. and Y.Ishijima. ,1970. Rock
stress measurements at rockburst
danger area. Proc.2nd Int.Congress
on Rock Mech.]SRM.Vol-.2 privredni
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